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A Devotion by the Editor
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trained leaders. There
roots in the Bible.
is also a very great
Moses was well train-.
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Education alone is
prophets at Bethel,
GllgaJ.. jJercho,. and
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·
not sufficient; It must
multiplied h I s life
I '/
be Christian educalJ
tion. I n s tr u c t 1 on
m a n Y times over
through the lives and services of others.
without Christian ideals w111 produce a Saul
of Tarsus, an enemy of Christlanit . but
Elisha, upon whom Elijah's mantle fell, carrled on the same program of training preachy,
Christian education plus God's grace will proers. The synagogue was well established
duce a Paul the Apostle, topmost preacher,
among the Jews. It was a teaching center
for the education of their people. Jesus taught
teacher, evangelist, soul winner, missionary.
in these synagogues.
•'
Dr. J. B. Gambrell said, "Chl"istlan schools
are to propagate the principles of the people
Jesus was the master teacher. He also set
the example of Bible Institute work, gatherwho built them. Suppose a teacher does not
beliee with the people who founded the
ing about Him twelve adults and teaching
them how to pray and preach and win and
school. Shall he be denied the right to teach
what he believes? Not at all. Baptists stand
train. He taught these men how to cany on
His work so it would not die after His ascenfor liberty-but there is liberty on the outsian. They were experienced men with, perside of a Christian school as well as inside.
The people who build schools have the right
haps, much general knowledge but untrained
for the special tasks to which He now called
to have their beliefs respected and certainly
them.
no one has any right to take pay from people
to preach their doctrines d9wn. Baptists ought
Baptists have much to do with the estabto control their schools as they do their
lishment and mantenance of educational Inpreachers and other things."
stitutions. And they must continue this emphasis if they ai·e to have well organized,
The principat purpose of our schools should
always be to honor Christ and help to adChrist-honoring churches. Our forefathers
agreed a long while ago that the key to good
vance His glorious kingdom. Our Savior will
churches· and church programs is to be found
not fail to bless the schools that declare
in the pa~tors. If the churches are to keep
themselves unreservedly for Him on the
step, maintain their position in the communicampus, in the class room, in the lives of
faculty members and students a11ke.
ties, they must have God-called and well
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Radio P ays More Than Shekels
By

ALBERT McCLELLAN

The two giant 900 foot radio broadcasting
towers poking their bridge-like frame works
into the sky just north of Oklahoma City reminds us that Oklahoma Baptists should be
raising a radio tower of their own.
What we need for the present, however,
is not necessarily towers of red bUnking lights
and steel, but a great towering state radio
program, a Baptist Hour reaching every nook
and corner of every one of our 36 associations.
The natural reply to this is that it costs
money. Sure it costs money. But don't forget
that radio pays. Soap, liquor, and tobacco
companies do not spend millions of dollars
every year just because they want the people
to have a good time. A good radio broadcast,
they have learned, pays off in shekels.
The $20,000 it would cost Oklahoma Baptists to keep a really towering radio program
on the air for a year would pay something
much richer payments than
back to us
money. It would come back in souls saved
and churches expanded. And who knows it
might even come back to us in money. At
least, the high probability or rich returns
every way makes it worth a try.
May God help us to find a way to add our
Oklahoma Baptist voice to that long list of

in

Excess Victories

Radio
"The Voice or Arkansas Baptists," a radio
program produced by the Radio Cotnmtasion of the Arkansas Baptist State ConvenGonvention, present "Remote Control," by
B. H. Duncan.
All broadcasts are by transcription and
may be beard every Sunday over the following stations:
KLCN-Blytheviile, 8:00a.m.
KHOZ-Harrison, 8:30a.m.
KCLA-Pine Bluff, 8:30 a. m.
KTFS-Texarkana, 8:45a.m.
KFFA-Helena, 1:30 p, m.
KWFC- Hot Springs, 1:45 p.m.
KELD-El Dorado, 3:30 p.m.
KVRC-Arkadelphia, 4:00 p, m.
KARK- Lit tle Rock, 10:15 p, m.
KUOA-Si}oam Springs, 4:15p.m.
KWHN-F;. Smith, 4:45 p, m.
voices who have found and used radio as one
of t he most important tools of this century.

-Baptist Messenger.

"We are more than conquerors thl
him that loves us."
"Mot·e" is a characteristic word of the

Testament language, and refers to an e
life Quality exclusively Christian.
The grace of God Is more abundant
sin, for "where sin abounded, grace did 1
more abound." The followers of Chrh
more good in the world than anybody
"What do ye more than others?" Chrl
people have more life than others
come that they might have life; ~nd .
they might have it more abundantly." c
tlan victories are more than mere ttiu:
over adversaries.
Paul"here sets forth a long fist of ad
circumstances and hostile powers. the
bined purpose of which is to defeat the
ciples of Christ, 'rob them of their faith, t
down their courage, sap them of theh' st1
th, destroy their hope, and circumvent
love for God.
These things hound theh· every step,
death stalks their pathway throughout
day, they are considered as sheep for
slaughter. Theirs is a continuous martyr
making up and rounding out to compl
the sufferings of Christ.
What chance do they have of victory?
more than a lamb among a pack or wo
Surely they will be torn apart and dlsse
ted to the ravenous appetite of the unfriE
and enemy forces of life.
And right in the midst or this whole l
of adverse forces and powers of life. VI
are set in determined opposition to the
of God and whose purpose is to defeat
destroy, there is interposed a shout of vii
unlike anything the world has ever ht
"We are more than conquerors through
that loved us."
Here is "A holy arrogance of victory,
selfish, but in the consciou,sness of ChJ
The adversaries are not only overcome
disarmed, but they are brought over to
side. "This is a. new order of victory, to
quer by means of our adversaries."
"Nay, in all these things we are more
conquerors through him that loved us.
"For I am persuaded, that neither d•
nor life, nor angels, nor principalities, nor l
ers, nor thinf;s present, nor things to con
"Nor height, nor depth, nor any c
creature, shall be able to seParate us
the love of God, which is in Christ ~
our Lord" <Romans 8:37-'39).
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Calling All Young People

An inter~sting news item comes from
Gloucester, Massachusetts: "Led by a group
of clergymen, a band of teen-age crusaders
have started a drive to make Gloucester 'the
cleanest city in the state.' "
The youngsters have put the local law enforcement officers on notice that unless they
enforce the liquor law.s and halt the sale of
liquors to minors, they will seek the aid of
state officials. "They are also demanding
that a vice squad be formed within the police
department to inspect liquor .establishments
and prevent the opening of gambling places."

I

their children, "busy bodies." He ca-lls upon
the people of "Park Hill and North Little
Rock to fight this thing to the finish and
beat the dayfights out of these people." He
pleadS for the ''rights" of these beer peddlers.
He calls in question th~ Christianity of the
fathers and mothers who object to the sale
of beer adjacent to the schools of the city.
Really, there is nothing new in this editor's
blarring statements, it is the same old trash
which has been rehashed through the years. '

Beer NQt A Food
The theory that beer is a food has been so
Law Violaters
thoroughly exploded that only the stupid still
Again we are reminded that the liquor and • cling to the idea or advance it as an argument
for sale of beer.- The testimony of research
gambling interests, twin conspirators against
scientists disproves every claim. of the beer
the youth of the land, will violate all- the
crowd.
roprieties and decencies of human society
Dr. Eugene Lyman Fisk, Life Extension Inand will break every law on the statute books
stitute, states, "It is nonsense to claim that ·
in the promotion of their nefarious business.
beer is a hygienic drink. It is drunk chiefly
They will go just as far as they dare i~ the
for its alcoholic effect, and if the alcoholic
violation of every law of both God and man.
effect is produced, the danger of alcohol exBroken homes mean nothing to these twin
ists."
maste1·s. Little children c1·ying for bread,
Dr. Hoppe, German Nerve Specialist, de·
Which might have bean Pl'Ovtided by the
clares,
"Beer makes men stupid and heavy;
money spent for liquor or lost by gaml;>ling,
. . . blunts the higher feelings and interests,
have no restraining influence upon the liquor
and causes the gradual giving up of aspiraand gambling interests. The makers and
tions and ideals . . ."
·
sellers of 1iquo1· would blight the life of every
McCorkindale, in Temperance and Life,
child and rob every youth of those pel·sonsays, "Scientific research has completely exality qualities and strength of character necploded the old idea that beer retains the food
essary to noble and honorable living. The
promoters of gambling seek to capitalize_ value of the cereal used in its production."
Dr. Howard Kelly, for many years presievery depraved instinct of human natm·e and
dent
of John Hopkins University and one
inhibit .every noble impulse of life.
of the world's greatest surgeons, stated that
These interests must recruit their custoany beverage containing more than one-half
mers from among the boys and girls and the
of one per cent alcohol is unsafe. The "legal"
yauth in order to stay in business. Therefore,
alcohol contents of beer in Arkansas is 5 per
lhey seek to display their wares in the most
cent--ten times the amount which Kelly said
conspicuous and the most frequented pllkes.
is the maximum for safety.
lsuch as food and drug stores. There you
w111 find beer and whiskey and gambling
Dr. Saleeby, noted British physician, says,
machines. They want to set up their "joints"
"Beer is a devitalized, devitaminized, drugged,
adjacent to the schools so that the children
decayed, impoverished 'food' and is nothing
will become so accustomed to "beer parlors"
under the sun but poisoned water."
and saloons that they wlll take them for
D1·. Haven Emerson, one of -the greatest
granted.
authorities on the alcoh.ol problem, on January 19, 1948, in addressing a convention in
In North Little Rock
Pittsburgh, stated, "Alcohol cannot be inA crise in point is the present situation ln
corporated into any living human tissue . . .
North Little Rock. The good p~ple of that
Alcohol can replace some of the heat units
dty, in .~rder to protect their school children
of the body, but it is not a food."
from the temptations, the intiuences, and
Protest of Youhg People
the indignities of the sale and consumption
of beer, have invoked a city ordinance which
The Gloucester case may well suggest to
provides that beer shall not be sold within
us the most effective method of curbing the
6"00 feet of a school. Of course, a mighty
liquor business and of putting the law enhowl has been raised by the peddlers of beer
forcement officers on not1ce that they must
and their sympathizers.
enforce the law or else.
The News-Progress, a weekly newspaper,
The protest of the boys and girls and young
published at Jacksonville, editorializes on this
people of the state would be more effective
situation under the headlines "What Price
tthan the protest of any other group. With
the proper guidance the Christian boys and
Freedom." The editor calls the city ordinance, which prohibits the sale of beer withgirls and young people of Arkansas could
in 600 feet of a schqol, a "joker." He calls
and would 1·egister such vig.orous protest
the people, who are asking protection for
against the sale of liquor near churches and

Texas Baptists
Exceed Budget

With an annual budget of $4,000,000, Texa ,
Baptists have exceeded their budget, for th~
fu·st nine m\)nths of their fiscal year, bYl
$164,026.50. We congratulate the Baptists
of Texas for this fine req.o1·d and dare to sug
gest that othe1· states would do well to foilo
their example.
We regret to report that Arkansas Bap
tists, with a budget of $516,660, fell shor
of their budget for the fu·st six months o~
1948 by $24,111.54. Total required to meet
the budget for half the year, $258,330. Tota~
received as of June 30, $234.218.46.
Brethren, this ought not to be. What is
the reason for this deficit? Is the budget
too large? We do not believe it is. Are our
Baptist people in Arkansas indifferent toward our denominational program, statf) and
South-wide? _ We belleve the Baptists of
Arkansas are vitally interested in this program. Are the Baptist people of Al'kansas
unable financially to meet this budget? we
think not. Are the chm·ches of Arkansas
expanding their local programs to such proportions that their gifts to the denominational program are cui'tailed?
Now that
may be a partial explanation.
And yet, we do not believe that the ex~
pansion of local church programs constitute~
a valid reason for failure to · r~ise our statE
denominational budget. We do not believE
that the local church programs would suffel
by meeting our state budget in full.
Our state budget is not excessive, <:,omparec
with the total spent on the local chm'ch prO·
grams of the state. In fact, it I is pitifull~
small. We must face the fact that the de·
nominational budget' receives only a smal
per cent of the total amount given by th1
Baptists of the state.
.
Dare we suggest that many of ou1· churche:
re-examine the division of their funds be·
tween the church program and the denomi·
national program, with a view to giving ~
larger portion to the latter.
No church should be satisfied to give les;
than 25 per cent of its total receipts to th•
Co-operative Program. The goal towar<
which every church should strive is 50 pe:
cent to the Co-operative Program. Hav•
we the courage and the sacrificial spirit re·
quired to meet the challenge of a 50-50 di·
vision of the income of the churches?

schools, and ip food and drug stores, tha
these brazen practices would have to cease
We suggest that the ministerial alliance~
pastors, sunday School workers, women's or
ganizations, P . T. A. organizations, and al
other interested groups promote the organization of the young people of the state tl
fight this liquor business to the bitter end
Such an organization should be state-wid'
and include all Chl'istian denominations anc
other organizations interested in th~ child
hood and youth of the state.
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Kingdom Progress
Immanuel Church , El Dorado, has refinished the parsonage and installed refrigerated
aid conditioning in the church auditorium.
Lawson Church, Liberty Association, has
gone to full tune and called w. 0. Miller of
Union Church, El Dorado. The church is purchasing a house just across the street from
the church for a pastor's home.
Three Creeks Ch~rch, Liberty Association,
has torn down its fo~·mer building and construction of a new building is now underway.
Jun~tion City Church voted to begin a new
building in Septembe1·. The pastor's home is
being moved and the new church buildiip.g
will be on that location.

Pastor Lloyd A. Sparkman, Southside
Church, Pine Bluff, wa-s guest preacher rElcently in two revival meetings in California.
He was wit h Pastor J . Ben Wofford, former
pastor of Calvary Church, Pine Bluff, and
the First Ch urch, Gridley, California. There
were six addit ions to the church membership
by letter and five bY baptism.
·
The second reVival \\~'as with Pastor A. J.
Hayall, former pastor of First Church, McCrory, and the Calvary Baptist Church, Napa,
California. In this meet ing there were five
additions to the church membership by letter and six by baptism.
Pastor Sparkman reports that these former
Al·kansans are forging ahead with aggressive
and constructive programs- in their California pastorates.·
On August 19, Howard Burton was ordained to the full work of the ministry by the
Fh·st Church, Pocahontas. Originally from
the First Church, Ty1·onza, fall the past year
Mr. Burton has served as mission pastor of
the Shannon Mission which is sponsored by
the Fh·st Church, Pocahontas . He graduated
last year from southern Baptist Coll:ege and
plans to continue l).is studies at Arkansas
State College, Jonesboro.
The ordaining council was composed of the
following: H. E. Williams, moderator; L. C.
Tedford, who gave the examipation; H. W.
Johnston, who delivered the charge; and
Han-y Hunt, who pteached the ordianation
sermon.
Pastor D. B. Bledsoe and the First Church,
Mount Ida, experienced a real revival which
closed on August 22, with a 1:ecord at tendance
of 228 in Sunday School and 170 in Training
Union. There were three professions of faith
and many re-dedications. The outstanding
feature of the meeting was a revival among
the Christian people, and the consequent
strengthening and expansion ' of the church
program.
Among the features of the expanding program are: A Training Union enlargement
campaign; the purchase of a church bus; the
enlistment of the men of the church in the
Brotherhood organization; and the organization of new classes in the Sunday School.
Pastor Bledsoe did his own preaching in the
revival and Bill Keltner, Hope, directed. the
singing, with Mrs. Keltner serving as accompanist.

To New Orleans Seminar~

Fh·st Church, Dierks, reports a successful
Vacation Bible School, July 26-30. There were
85 enrolled, with an average dally attendance
of 74. The offering. of $13.35 was sent to the
Co-operative Program.
A Training Union has recently been organized, with an average attendance of 40. earroll Gibson is pastor of the church. '
First Church, Elaine, recently had the assistance of Glen Harwood, Corbin, Kentucky,
who did the preaching, and Steve Sturdrvant,
• Memphis, Tennessee, who ·directed the music,
in a revival meeting. There were 18 additions
to the church membership, 12 of whom were
by baptism.
October 1 niarks the first aniversary of
Pa<>tor Bennie Pearson, during which time
there have been 106 additions to the church,
69 o{ these· coming for baptism.
Pastor Minor E. Cole, Fh·st Church. Forrest
City, reports on the recent revival as follows:
· "The Fi'rst Church, Forrest City, has just
closed one of the greatest revivals in its history. There were 135 additions to the cHurch,
101 by baptism, 26 by letter, and eight by
statement. Forty-nine other persons made
professions of faith and will unite with other
Baptist churches and churches of other faiths.
There were a number of re-dedications.
"Evangelist Angel Martinez di.d the preach'ing. This was his third revival in. Forrest City
in four years, in which there have been 335
additions to tlie church. He will return for
a fourth engagement in 1950. Angel is both
sound and sane. I consider him one of the
greatest evangelists in America today.
"Ed F. Vallowe was in charge of the music
and did a fine job. These two make a fine
gospel team."
Plant Church and Pa.stor J. W. Hayes had
the services of J. D. Reeves, Clinton, in revival services which closed August 22. There
were 14 additions to the church membership,
nine of whom were by baptism. Glen Wi111ams
was in charge of the music.
One remarkable thing about Brother Reeves
is that although he is 77 ~ears of 1!-ge, he
is still as able to preach as on the day that
he was ordained nineteen years ago.
Evangelist Eddie Wagner, 6700 Westover
, Drive, Little Rock, was in a revival 'meeting
recently with Pastor William Guest and the
Bat>tist Church, Brazil, Mississit>Pi. There
were 35 professions of faith and three additions to the church by letter.
The many friends of Joe Shave'r will be
interested to know that he is a student in
Routhwestern Seminary, Fort Worth, Texas,
from which he will graduate in January, 1949.
He plans to do Youth Revival work for a year
. after he finishes. "Joe supplfed the pulpit of
the Beech Street Church, Texarkana, August
15 and 22-.
Pastor t;uther F. Dorsey, First Church, Star
City. did his own preaching in a mission revival, July 20-29. During this ten-dll.y period
the church received into its fellowship 15
members by baptism a,nd three by letter.
There were five other professions of faith.

Dr. H. Clayton Waddell, recent paste
the Luther Rice Memorial Baptist Ch1
washington, D. C., is the new head of
department of Social Ethics in the New
leans Baptist Theolog\cal Seminary. He
succeed Dr. A. E. Tibbs.
"Dr. Waddell is eminently qualified for
important position by his personality, ed
tion, and exp~rience," said President Rc
Q. Leavell. "He has become a specialist il
cial work among racial and bi-lingual g1·1
He is well trained in audio-visual educ:
as well as in chu1·ch recreation."
Dr. Waddell is a native of Alabama,
A.B. graduate of Howard College, and l
the Doctor of Theology d e g r e e from
Southern Seminary. While pursuing his ~
uate studies he was fellow in the depart:
of social ethics under Dr. G. S. Dobbinl
has been educational director in the
Church, Baton Rouge, and pastor of the
Church, Opelousas, Louisiana, before 1
to Luther Rice church in Washington.
- - - - - - -000--------

Baptismal services Sunday night, Al
15, marked the close of the two weeks' re
meeting conducted at the Rison Churc
pastor T. T. Newton. During the revival \
were seven additions to the church men
ship, five of whom were by profession of J
The song services dm·ing the' r~vival
under the direction of J.D. McDonald, p
of the First Chm·ch, Claude, Texas.
-------100();- - - - - -
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Says Chester Swor, prominent Soul
Baptist youth j eader, "because it rievet
,curs to me not to tithe. I had the prl'
of growing up in a Christian home in w
though the amo'unt of cash was desper
small, there was never a time in whicll
tithe was not given to God's wo1·k thr
our local church. Thanks to the wise 1
ance of a wid,owed Mother and later tc
voluntary impulse to give. 'for Jesus', I
practiced tithing through the years as n
ally as I practice other habits which
wholesome and right."

EPTEMBER 2. 1948

ournalism Added To
Ouachfta's Curriculum

Ouachita College is adding a major in
ournalism to its curriculum and has employProfessor J. E. Redden to head the deartment, Dr. J . R. Grant, presidei)t, has anounced.
Mr. Redden comes to Ouachita from Har. -Simmons University-. at Abilene, Texas,
d is highly recommended by his associates
ere. He received his B.A. in 1947 and M.A.
1948 from Hardin-Simmons.
Beginning with the fall semester there
1 be three courses offered in Journalismasic Jou1·nalism, Religious Journalism, and
. tory of American Journalism. Other courles of instruction to be taught later include
~dyer~ising,-?opyreading, School Publicati~ns,
Bdttonal Wnting, and Feature Story Writmg.

~

ed

------~000-------

Han: Oxford, California, was the visitevangelist in revival sen•ices at the Fl'iendP Church, August 15-22. There were five
~dditions to the church membership, all of
rhom were by baptism; and two re-deaica~tions.

One outstanding feature or this revival
s that one person who was baptized was
e evangelist's father, 82 years of age. One
, his sisters also pmfessed faith in Christ
ing the revival.
Since May 19, 1946, th& 6,a.te pastor G. W.
ith started his ,work with the Friendship
phurch, there have been 35 additions to the
~burch membership, 23 of whom were by baplism; a fan has beeri installed in the audilorium; concrete, walks laid, and the Sunday
!)chool r0oms have been redecorated.

~
~

Y. W. A. House Party
By MRS. J. s. PEMBERTON

L The Y. W. A. of Fil·st Church, Bearden, was
~ost to a house party for the Carey AssociaflOn, August 17-18. There were 30 girls and
lheir counselors present. The theme was "The
w Look."
'l'he house party oper1ec1 with a banquet.
s. Scott Pemberton, Carey Association
!!'oung People's director, was toast master;
Russell Hunt, Thornton, gave the invocation;
b d theY. W. A. of Hampton gave talks on
Your Y. W. A. and the New Look."
r Thornton Y. W. A. · gave ;:.n e devotion, the
Pordyce Y. W. A. told of a week-end trip to
the State Y. W. A. house party at Petit Jean,
d one of the girls sang "0 Zion Haste."
e guest -speaker was Miss Lydia Chang
m China who told of t he need of missions
In China. Following her talk, Russell Hunt
fPOke on "Looking Anew at Our World." At
lhe close of the service Miss Barbara Griffin,
~earden, surrendered her life to fulltime
bhristian service. The relief offering amounted to $11.62. Following the worship servit~e
lhere was a fun and fellowship period which
lasted until the midnight candlelight service
In charge of Bearden Y. W. A.
Early the next morning there was a moi·ng Service, Miss Chang presiding, followed
y breakfast then goodbyes.

W

~

Liberty Church has adopted a full time pro·am and called Walter Parks, a student in
puachita, as pastor. In a recent re~ival meetIng, in which they had the services of A. E.
Webb, there were five professions of faith,
rive additions by letter, and one by statement.
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Baring Cross Church, North Little Rock,
recently honored its pastor, H . A. Elledge,
on the occasion of his fifth anniversary in
the pastorate.
TJ:te church has launched a building program which includes the enlargement of the
auditorium to a seating capacity of 800 and
the building of additional educational rooms
to provide for a Sunday School attendance
of from 700 to 800 people.
During Mr. Elledge's pastorate the Sunday
School has grown to be the sixth largest of
Baptist Sunday Schools .in the state, and the
Training Union rates fourth in size in the
state. Ninety-six persons have been received
for church membership by baptism this year.
The North Crossett Church has added another building to its church plant. This building is 60 feet long and 20 feet wide and will
be partitioned into sunday School class
rooms.

Missionaries' Needs
By C. Z. HoLLAND
Recently it was my privilege to visit in Central and South .l}merica and con.t act 65 of
our missionaries. One cannot have the· same
attitude toward missions after he contacts
those who have dedicated their lives to the
end that Christ shall be known among other
people and other tongues. They- have a way
of infusing their spirit with you1:s. Thel'e
were two needs that came to my attention
and I feel that I would not be true to the
Kingdom's work, to the missional·ies, and to
myself, if I did not bring the needs to yow·
attention.

Automobile Needed

The W. C. Hanisons and the Albert Bagbys at Porto Alegre, who are op&·ating a
school ancj. doing an extensive mission work
have no means <Jf transportation other- tha~
the street cars which are crowded beyond imagination-sometimes carrying th1·ee times
Walter Parks, a student in Ouachita Colthe normal capacity-and the taxis which at
• lege, was ordained to the ministry by the Gaatimes cannot be obtained at · all. An automolee Church, El Dorado, July 27. The ordainbile in my candid opinion would be worth as
ing council was composed of the lollowing:
much to this mission station as an additional
L. W. Williams, moderator; Dr. Carl Clark
missionary.
led the questiohing; Clyde Freed gave the
A large annex is being addec:: to the school,
charge; and W. 0. Miller preached the serand Dr. Han·i~on who supervises the work
mon. The Bible .given by the church was prefinds it necessary to go to town several times
sented by J. T . Kuhn, a deacon.
-some days, but spends much of his valuable
I
time waiting for street cal.'s. The mission
More than 200 people were in attendance
work on the week-ends could be multiplied
at the Wilton Chur.ch homecoming Sunday,
three-fold with the use of an automobile.
August 1. Following the morning service, a
There was only one mission center that I vispicnic dinner was spread on tables in the
ited without an automobile.
church yard. This is an annual affair.
Mrs. Arthur Bagby ls ol\e or our finest
missionaries from Arkansas, formerly Miss
__Pastor Howard Wilson, Fouke Church, did
Thelma Frith. Her husJ:>and, Albert Bagby, his
the preaching in a revival meeting at Piney
sister, Mrs. Harrison, formerly Helen B·agby,
Grove Church, Lewisville, August 8-20. Charles
and Alice Bagby Smith are all children of
c. Bowen, pastor of the chw·ch, was in charge the
honored and beloved W. B. Bagby, whose
the
music.
There
were
four
additions
to
of
remains
l'ElSt in the cemetery at Porto Alegre.
the church membe):ship by letter, three by .
Arkansas Baptists could reflect honor upon
baptism, and a number of re-dedications.
this veteran missionary by providing this
The Vacation Bible School was held in
equipment for his sons and daughters to carconnection with the revival. There were 92
ry on this noble work tli.at he began. No finer,
enrolled. This school resulted in 22 profesmore efficient, or consecrated missionaries
sions of faith. The offering, in the amount
are found anywhere than there who serve at
of $18, was given to the Co-operative ProPorto Alegre.
gram.

Organs Needed

Pastoral Changes
Carroll Gibson from Center Hill Church,
Green County Association, to First Church,
Dierks.
J. D. Tolleson, Opp, Alabama, has accepted
the call of the Immanuel Church, El Do1·ado.
He began his work there August 18.
W. 0. Miller, Union Church, El Dorado,
has accepted the pastorate of Lawson Chw·ch,
Liberty Association.
·
Chester Ware, Hot- Springs, to Second
Church, Conway. He began his work there
August 15.
C. R. Pierce Jr., First Church, Foreman, has
l'esigned to accept the pastorate of a church
in Baton Rouge, Louisiana.
Robert D. Hughes, Oak Grove Church, has
tendered his resignation, effective August 29,
to accept a call from the Baptist church in
Ventura, California.
Hugh Owen, who recently resigned as pastor of the Second Church, Con way, has accepted the pastorate of the Lee Memorial
Church, Pine Bluff.
Ray Y. Langley, Crawfordsville, has accepted the pa-storate of the First Church, Parkin.

The missionaries at Montevideo need onehalf dozen old org~ns. These organs can be.
reconditi0ned at Montevideo, and would be
invaluable in the missionary work.
--------UOOI--------

.

MiSSiOnary Family Album
Orders are how being accepted for the 1948
Missionary Family Album, published by the
Foreign Mis.sion Boarcj. of the Southern Baptist Convention.
To make the book- available at cost, the
orders are being handled by the Board instead of the Baptist Book Stores.
The price is $2.00, or three copies for $5.00.
The Album includes the home office staff,
the 660 missionaries, and the 99 missionaries
emeritus, all in alphabetical order with upto-date . portraits. The book is indexed by
mission fields, both geographical and professional, to make it of maximum use to W. M.
s. and young people's circles, and all missionary groups.
For a Christmas gift !or missionaries·, their
parents, and other relatives, the Album will
be in great demand. Foreign Misison Board,
Richmond 2'0, Virginia.
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God always answers prayer, but men often fails to hear the a118Wer.

Children Send Bibles: Ten thousand New
York City children sent Gospels of John to
a like number of sunday School children of
Holland. The Gospels were entrusted to
some hundred American delegates to the
first Assembly of the World Council of
Churches for distribution to Netherlands
children. Each of the Gospels bears the
name of the New York donor and a note
asking that the recipient write about the
assembly meetings. The Gospels were given
1 by chUdren in 500 Daily Vacation Bible
Schools operated under the auspices of the
Protestant Council of New York City.

1

Released-ti.Jne Upheld in California: The
attomey general of California has upheld
that State's system of released-time l'eligious ·
instruction. He said the fact that students
with pal'ental consent were permitted to attend religious classes 'in churches rather than
on school premises brought the practice within constitutional Pl'Ovisions.
Course in Religious Art: Howard Payne
College, Brownwood, Texas, announces the institution of a course in religious art as a
further pioneering step in the adaptation of
scholastic studies to meet the specific requitements of trainee for church work.
The originator of the course is Cha1·Ies
Stewart, chau·man of the Howard /Payne
department of art. 'J1he course was offered
for the first time this summer, and an· enthUsiastic class joined the instructor in a discussion of the common art problems of the
church.
'
It is estimated that fewer than 10 per cent
of the people in England attend church services with any kind of regularity. In the
la1·ger cities, fewer than 5 per cent attend.

Japanese Language Taught: Western
Seminary, Portland, Oregon, is offering a
class in Japanese lan~uage one evening, each
week for those interested in going to bapan
as missionaries. The class is taught by Dr.
M. R. Kakata, one of Portland's leading dentists and a member of the White Temple,
Dr. Ralph C. Walker, pastor. He has been
teaching the Japanese language for many
years, and during the war he taught in the
Navy language schools at Boulder, Colorado,
for three yeat·s, in fourteen months giving
the students sufficient grasp of the language
to enable them to interpret Japanese foreign
news broadcasts.
"Greatest Story" Broadcasts to be Resumed:
Resuming its bl'Oadcasts for the third year
after a brief summer vacation period, "The
Greatest Story Ever Told" will be heard again
beginning Sunday, SeptemJ;>er 12, at 6:30p.m.:
EDT, over the American Broadcasting company network, with the Bibical drama., "Of
Such Is the Kingdom."
Recordings of the programs are available
for school's, churches, and· similar groups and
institutiOI).S for use on public a ddress systems
or for class study. List of available programs
can be secut·ed from Recording Division,
Ameriqan Broadcasting Company, New Yot·k,
New Yot'k.

Pastor Luther F. Dorsey, First Church, Star
City, did his own preaching in a mission revival, July 20-29. During this ten-day period
the church received into its fellowship 15
members by baptism and three by .letter.
There wet'e five other profession of faith.

World Council of Churches Officialcy Fot'med: The World Council of Churches ' was offically formed in Amsterdam, when delegates
from 40 countries to the Council's Fil·st Assembly voted it into existence. Formation of
the world body was the climax of many years
of work towards the attainment of an ecumeniooi ideal.
The Assembly was opened with a service
held in the Nieuwe Kerk, one of the famous
structures of the Reformed Church in Holland. Seating capacity of the cathedral had
been increased from 2,000 to 3,000 in preparation for the investiture. of Princess Juliana
on September 6, but the building, nevertheless, was filled and several thousand people
were unable to gain admission.
A featm·e of the service was a remarkable
procession of 450 official delegates in which
colorful robes contracted with sombre clothe~
as clergy, pastors, laymen, and a few women
walked slowly round the building. They came
from all · parts of the world and from both
sides of the il·on curtain - representing a
variety of Churches - Angelican, Greek
Orthodox, Old Catholic, and many Protestant denominations.
,
· Great interest was shown in the World
Council's activities by the press and radio,
notably by Dutch and Swiss stations and by
the British Broadcasting Corporation which
gave an unprecedented amount of time to the
Assembly. - Religious News Service.

More than 200 people were in attendance
at the Wilton Church homecoming Sunday,
August 1. Following the morning service, a
picnic dinner was spread on tables in the
church yard. This \).s an annual affair.

FRIENDSHIP
An educated mind is a valuable asset, but
an educated heart is more valuable still. For
it is the heart t·ather than the mind that
wins and keeps friends. - Edith · Johnson,
Portland bregonian.

Chimes for Memphis: Electrically-amplified chimes for religious music have been
installed in downtown Memphis, Tennessee,
as the result of a move launched dul'ing the
recent meeting of the Southern Convention
there. Chimes played daily religious pro- .
grams during the Convention. · Later, the
Baptist Ministers' Association and the Junior C~amber of Commerce condqcted a public-opmton poll <m tne question of permanent
chimes. They said the response .was overwhelmingly favorable. The schedule calls
for two minute selections to be played at
noon and 5 p. m. on week days, and at noon
on Sundays.

B~

ASmile or Two

It was little Jane's first visit to the co
The night was warm, the window was
and the insect noises we1·e strange.
"Mummy," whimpered Jane, "it's
here. And eve]:ything buzzes, and
afraid."
"Don't be afraid, Janie," comforted m
"Remember the angels are watching
you. They are there with you." Ther
a pause, and then the whimper chan~
a loud wail.
"Mummy!" cried Jane. "One of the :
just bit me!"-Mabel CUl·ole, Times-Pic
New Orleans States Magazine.

If people aren't meek they inheri
earth, they will be before they get the
gage paid off.-Arcacija <Wisconsin) :
Leader. '

Husband: "Are you ready yet, dear?''
Wife: "Honey, I wish you would stop
ging me. I told you an hour ago I
ready in a few minutes."- Wesley News
'

Anybody could get rich 'if he could
the exact moment a piece of junk be1
antique.- R & R Magazine, Ins. Reseal
Review Service.

Once a year the newsboys of a certaiJ
trict of London are taken for an outil
the Thames by a gentleman of the neig
hood, where they can bathe to their h
content.
As one little boy was getting into the
a friend observed: "I say, Bill, a)n'l
dil·ty!"
"Yes," t•eplied Bill. "I missed the
last year."- Vancouver Province.

The new maid had worked on the <
nent and consequently felt herself a cut
the othet· servants. One day she was t
some of her experiences.
"How do the foreign dishes compal'e
English ones?" asked the cook.
·
"Oh," replied the maid ail·ly, "they
just the same."
-------000------It is not the arithmetic of om· pra:
that is, how marly. It is not the rheto
our pray~rs-how elequent. It is not thE
metry of our prayers-how long. It i
the music of our pt•ayers-how augm
It is not the method of our prayersorderly. But how fervent and how b'Sl
are our prayers? -Bishop Hall.

FAITH AND WORKS
An old Scotchman operated a small
boat for transporting passengers. On•
a patron noticed that he had carved o
oar the word "Faith" and the other o~
word /'Works". Cm·iosity led him to as
meaning of this.
The old Irian said, "I will show you
dropped one oar and plied the other
"Works", and they just went around i1
cles. Then he dropped that oar and
to ply the one called "Faith", and the
again went around in circles.
Aft.er this demonstration, the old
picked up both "Faith" and "Works'
plying them together,' sped swiftly ove
water, explaining to inquiring passenger.
see, that is the way it is in the Chr
life." - Canadian Churchman.
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A Message You Should Not Read Unless
You Can Face Self-Criticism
By DR. WILLIAM WA:RD AYER, Pastor
-Calvary Baptist Church, New York City_
In 1'he Moody Monthly
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Shall the Churches Be At All
Social Minded 7

Two unfortunate attitudes toward society
and its problems are often taken by religious
people. The fil·st pays no attention to needed regeneration, but emphasizes only moral
reform and social service. The second is so
Should the professing churches make their
qompletely "other-worldly" that it is utterly
luence felt in world life? Do our marchoblivious to earthly conditions.
g orders shut us up to simple evangelizacton, pr should the Christian churches,
The group that overemphasizes moral rethrough theil· leaders, defend the truth of
form dotes on this parable. Those who disod against all error in every department ot
like the churches, theil· ministry, and their
ur national life? I think it should and
programs, love to call attention to the fact
ust.
that the villains are the priest and the
Levite. They argue that all. religious leaders
A' life-and-death stJ:uggle is going on 1n
are similar!~ hypocrlts.
he world today, and the churches cannot,
· e the priest and the Levite in the parable
These are the people who are ever calling
f the Good Samaritan, "pass by on the other
for a creedless religion without theology,
Ide" in indifference. In many places multiwithout a church, a pt·iesthood, a slkrifice, or
r.udes of people have !allen among thieves,
anything but nebulous philosophy and the
en severely beaten by prevailing conditions,
practice of ):luman kindness. They say:
d left near dead.
"I have no creeds:
They but confuse the mind,
Shall we merely sing pious hymns and •
For all the creed this old world needs
thank God that we are not as other men,
Is that of being kind."
d let the world worry about its own prolems? Drunkenness, juvenile delinquency,
There is this much truth in the quatrain:
ambling, and l'acial intolerance are rampant
kindness is a much-needed virtue for modemong us. Shall we be satisfied with the
day living. But kindness is always relative.
·vary-tower seclusion of our Gothic and
What may be kindness to one level of ll!e
-tained-glass cathedrals where, presumably,
would not be kindness to another.
'God is found In the silences,'' and where we
Man's chief need is God. Man's unique
may easily forget the outer turmoil and strife
pt·ivilege is to know God through our Lord,
t needs the "salt of the earth" as a preJesus Christ, and to be saved for time and
rvatlve for society?
eternity. While it is hypocrisy to refuse a
We must prayerfully consider Biblical
man clothing and food when he is in need
idance in all that we do. For we must not
and. at the ~me time think you can minister
lunge off the deep end in an emasculated
to his soul, it is infinitely more tragic to min·social gospel" program. The churches must
ister to his body and mind and then deliecide how far they can profitably go in !acberately or carelessly neglect the fact that he
g society's problems.
may be brought into contact and fellowship
The !am111ar parable of the Good Samariwith the true and living God and be made
an should help us. We have known the story
His child.
rom childhood, but perhaps we have not
Isolationist orthodoxy might well rememanalyzed it to discover how stern and searchber that most of the teachings of Jesus put
. g is its teaching. Most sermons make only
social responsibillty upon His followers. It
symbol of it.
is encouraging to note that many fundamentalist leaders are discovering this anew.
We have been told repeatedly that the
Our Lord promised blessing for such silnple
Jericho road symbolizes the way of sinful,
humanitarian acts as 1 giving a cup of cold
orldly living, and that the thieves represent
water in His name. He spoke of visiting
drunkenness, gambling, and whatever
people in prison. "Inasmuch as ye have done
lse we may think of.
it unto the least of these my brethren, ye
The narrative is a simple one, but some
have done it unto me." He never divorced
expositors have complicated its meaning by
creed from conduct, not· worldly duties from
wide use of allegory. Preachers have insistheavenly aspirations.
ed that Priest and Levite are the modernist
The church that has shown this human
and ritualistic rellgionist and that the Good
kindness has always ingratiated itself with
amaritan Is Jesus, the Savior. We can see
the people of the world. The Salvation Army
the Christlikeness of the men, and as an
and the Roman Catholic Church have made
allegory it Is a spendid illustration of Gospel
much headway in recent years. Each has
truth; but certainly Jesus had something
won its way with deeds of human kindness
more immediate in mind.
and social service. The medical missionary
We don't need passages like this tor evanon the foreign fields finds that alleviating
gelistic sermons; the Word of God is full of
suffering opens heat·ts and homes of pagan
evangelistic material. Christ gave this parpeople to the gospel.
able that the children of God might diUgentYes, we need neighborliness. Jesus conly search their hearts and check their condemned Its lack In the :eligious leaders of
duct.
His day,
Jesus is here teaching neighborliness, an
The Levite represents the religious layman.
important tenet of any creed for Christian
All priests were Levites, but not all Levites
living. It is surprising that Jesus turned the
were priests. Levites belonged to a special
lawyer's spiritual question, "What shall I do
religious' group closely related to the priestto inherit eternal life?" into a social discushood. This Levite stopped and looked and
sion, with a racial angle. The man was thinkpassed on. Like many laymen in the presence
ing about heaven, and Jesus brought h~
of serious social problems, he shirked his reback to earth with this lesson on neighborli..:
sponsibUity, or assumed that nothing could
ness, saying, "Go thou, and do likewise." This
be done about such a bad situation.
introduces our theme.

There is vastly too much ot this attitudE
among f onservative Christians today. It h~
a tendency to weaken the "love life" of the
Christian. Many of us should be shamed b:y
our lovelessness. There has been too much
divorcing holiness from charity, and religion
from morality, in recent yeat·s. The challenge of the parable is that a despised, nonreligionist should be the one to show true
concern for the unfortunate man.
The Samaritan had love for his fellow mat:
and genUine heart compassion. He took the
man to an inn and actually spent some money
on a fellow whom he did not know, but for
whom he felt responsible.

With What, In All the Social and
International Chaos, Shall the
Churches Deal?
The social task looks so hopeless at time~
we scarcely know where to start. What can
the churches do against the liquor trust?
Liquor has such a large place in press and
radio advertising, and people are so indifferent to temperance. Yet the churches once
ran liquor out of open public life, and a generation grew up that knew little about dt'unk·
enness.
If we had a Frances Willard today, we
would do something about 'it. If we had another Billy Sunday to go up and down the
land fighting it fearlessly, we would find town
after town drying up and whole states outlawing drunk. If we had a William Jennings Bryan, who dared to stand in the political arena against the damning liquor traffic, we would see something done in high
places. The churches can still do something
about this unprecedented evil.
What can we do about juvenile delin·
quency? Christians are the only ones whc
can do anything permanent. The Sunda:y
School and its teaching is the best antidote
Christian homes will prevent it. We can
preach ·the gospel to children and young peo·
ple, then give them the moral teaching of the
Bible. The churches must face this problem
or miserably shirk their duty.
What can be done about the internationa:
situation? Here is a harder problem. It IE
not easy for the ordinary Chdstian to kno\0;
what is best in international affairs. He must
realize that political leaders often do thE
smart thing rather than the t·ight th1ng. HE
can therefore bring his moral influence tc
bear and demand decency and righteouness
'l[f churches are to exist In the world, the~
~tannot draw their skirts of self-righteousnes~
'and self -satisfaction about them, sit down
,amid the debris of a destroyed civilization
tand expect to be a true representative of thE
~!ving Lord.
Church leaders should stand together anc
protest the godlessness of the day in na·
tional and internfl,tional atfail·s.
ThE
churches in Ame1ica must rise In their might
and protest, with all the vigor and viri11t3
they can muster, a materialistic, humanistic
and atheistic view of life, which, if It becomes general, will be as destructive t<
American institutions and ideals as the ato·
I'Oic bomb would be to her citl~s.

Churches Must Take Correct Attitudes
Our churches must assume certain atti·
tudes toward the problems of society, These
(Continued on Page 8)
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are pre-requisite and basal in order that we
may face them squarely. I mention three:
First, we must recognize that Society's
supreme need is Christ's salvation. Our primary task is to take the Gospel of lite, and
transforming power through the shed blood
of Christ, to a lost world.
Second, we must give ourselves more fully
to "doing good" without barrier of race or
creed. As much as lies in us, we must do
g{)od to all men, especially those of the
household of faith.
Third, we must not limit ourselves to personal convenience. Something of the oldtime spirit of "laying ourselves out for the
cause" must come upon us. We have become
lethargic in our Christian living today. We
don't want to be troubled. We shun personal responsibility and shun it off on institutions.

Shall W e Be Concerned With
Society's Problems?

Shall the churches concern themselves
with society's Pl'Oblems? I think they shou1tl.
I believe they must, if they are to be faithful to Christ and do the full work of the
gospel.
An appalling impotence has crept over the
evangelical churches in America. We have
blamed the condition on Modernism, and
certainly the denial of the faith in many
churches is responsible for pathetic powerlessness.
But orthodox FUndamentalism has something to answer for, and stern accusation is
being brought against us in many quarters.
We are accused of being negative in our
message. We are told that in an hour of
world crisis we are preaching a detached
Gospel and an innocuous program that has
no interest in the crying social problems of
war, race, class, liquor, imperial1sm, crime,
and juvenile delinquency,
Is it true that we are standing aloof while
the world bleeds? Can we be l'ightfully
accused of indifference to human suffeling
while other institutions are rolling up their
sleeves to tackle the things that threaten the
very existence of truth and l'ighteousness?
Many godly, conservative Christians are
waking up to the fad that the churches are
often "passing by on the other side." We
need to ~·ethink carefully our attitudes and
obligations. We need to study anew the
parable of the Good Samaritan to learn how
much Jesus thought of genuine neighborliness, and how much it might contribute toward the establishment of the kingdom of
God in the hearts of men.

Recipe For Rest
When at night you sleepless lie,
And the weary hours drag byLift your thoughts to God above,
Bending down to you in love.
Feel his presence by your bedHis soft touch upon your head:
'
Let yout· last thought be a p1·ayer,
As you nestle in his care;
Ask him all your ways to keep,
Then-why then-drop off to slee~

-Unknown.

European Baptist Union
Is Launched In England
LONDON - <BP via cable) - European
Baptists, rehabilitating and reorganizing in
the wake of the world's greatest war, have
formed a Eul'Opean Baptist Union.
.~.a~ new umon, rePl·esentmg Baptists 1n
:.:..> u~:h1<-n:;, has a wta1 mt:luot:l':.ulp o1 oo l,a;,·t,
.,......_.uumg .tt.uss1a trom wlucn no accw·ate flgw·e:; are avauao1e. &tlmates pJace tne numod' vi · .tt.USS1an .tialJUS~::; at oet.ween :.!,uuu,vuo
U1lQ

'l,UUO,OOO.

vrsamzea after tlltl par.-~ern of the Southe1·n
Ba.iJC•St <.:onventlOn, the vanous nat1ona1 BaptiSts LJruons compare Wlth me ::3tate conventions.
·.~.·ut: vnion was lau:acned a;, a meeting of
the BaptlSt Wond Alliance ~xecut1ve comrruttee ne1·e, at whicn 19 countries were l'epresentea. The Ew·opean Dnwn w111 be independent of &he AUiance, excepting as Baptist
oo01es co-operate with the world. group.
Also organized was a Ew·opean Baptist
Women's Uruon, stimulated by a 1·e-created
women.'s committee of the All1ance.

Kebef and i<ehabilitation
.tt.epons reacrung tne a~liance indicated
that reuef wlll be neeaed oy ~w·opeans aesverately this coming wmter, but tnat the
needs are expected to dimmlsh thereafter.
'.t'he Alllance group, in compnance wu.n me
LecuHun.,_nuaw.vn ox J.Jr. .t(.. .t"au1 Caud.lll of
l.Y1emph1S, cnau·man of its reuet comnuttee,
made plans for 1·ellef this winter to counlines
behind the Iron Cw·tain, including Poland,
.tiungary, and. the Balkans, wun Ue1·utany anu
Austna slated as main recipients. .tteller matenals will be distributed through Baptist
channels.
l!:mpnasis was given to' reconstruction of
seminanes on the Continent. Southern Baptists have been asked to build a Semina1·y at
Geneva or Zurich to be used as a graduate
school for all European Baptists.
Considering 'displaced persons, American
Baptists were asked to receive and relocate an
estimated 3,000 Baptists coming to the United
States under the recently adopted displaced
persons legislation.

Way Cleared for Mission
The way was cleared for more widespread
and helpful mission work throughout the
Ew·opean continent, when mission executives
voted abandonment of the old mandate system.
Whereas the old system provided the assignment of certain nations as the exclusive
responsibility of certain mission boards, the
new plan favors co-operation between the
European national convention and mission
boards. This opens the way for Southern Baptists to work in Germany, which bad not
been mandated, if German Baptists desil·e assistance.
Adopting a report of the evangelism committee, the group declared that "evangelism
is the primary busiiless of the Baptist Wol'ld
Alliance."

Next Meeting in U. S.
Next meeting of the Baptist World Congress will' be held at Cleveland in 1950, but
the exact dates have not yet been determined.
.A delegation consisting of Dr. c. Oscar
Johnson of St. Louis, president, and Dr. Arnol? T. Ohrn of Washington, secretary of the
Alliance, was sent to Spain to make a plea
for religious liberty in that country.
Plans were made for a world Baptist youth

The Empty Sky
By CHARLEs A. WELLS

In the great· decrease of spiritual valw
our world today we have incuned deva:
ing loss. Because men no longer con:
moral and spiritual laws of primary sig
canoe, they have been seeking leade1·ship
in terms of political and economic values
have had political leaders that were cun
strategists, clever organizers, dramatic per
alities; we have economists that can abl:y
fend our much beloved way of life. But
the issues involved in the world today cl
men in the field of politics and eco~or
devoted just to our accepted patterns,
going to prove woefully inadequate.
The world is drifting into an era wher.
political forms will disintegrate and all
nomic patterns will fail unless we can
leadership that can put moral law above p
loyalty, and world-wide justice and .Chril:
sharing above economic nationalism. Mil:
of little people feel this need deeply
watch the skyline for great moral leadex
to appear. God grant that the empty sky
be filled.
-------OOUI-------

The Escape From Worr·

In contemplating the disposition of n
persons to worry inordinarily, Edward Eve
Hale once made this philosophical obse
tion: "Never bear more than one troubl
the time. Some people bear three kinds'
they have ever had, all they have now,
all they expect to have."
·
. ~o g~nez:al is the disposition to worry
1t IS wlSe to go into the matter at times
by logical processes, if possible learn
great lesson that much mental distress
be avoided if there is present the wil
avoid it.
. But the best escape from wor1·y is not f(
m human logic or in philosophy. The 8
avenue of escape is found in faith-the 1
tl~at enabled Paul to say, in the midst o:
h1s varying troubles, "I have learned in w.
soever state I am, therewith to be contenl
Suppose we consider for a moment all
accomplishments of worry. Suppose we ,
mate all the centuries that have been s·
in anxious wretchedness, and one will ·
that the contribution worry has made to
world's good amounts to exactly notl:
And you cannot expect your worry to
more, for the world's expert worriers 1
worked constantly at the task and failed
There is a story we heard years ago w.
help ~t this point. The story is that Jake
moanmg and groaning in his bed one n
and his wife said, "Jake-what's the 1
ter?" Jake told her he owed his neigl
~orris a hundred dollar~ and he had to
1t in the morning. But lie didn't have it
he was so wonied he couldn't sleep.
So Jake's wife raised the window and c1
across the yard-: "Morris! .Monis! Wake·
-and Monis came to the window rubbin&
eyes sleepily. "Wha.t is it? What's the r
ter?" Jak-e's wife called back: "I just war
tell you Jake can't pay you that hundred
Jars tomorrow. He ain't got it! Then she
the window, turned to her husband, said: '
to sleep, Jake. Now let Mol'l'is worry."

-The Alabama Bapt~
c~ngr.ess at Stockholm in 1949. Arrangem
a1e directed by Dr. Frank H. Leavell o! N
ville. and Dr. T. G. Dunning of London,
chau·man of the Alliance youth commttt.
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In AButterfly's Wing

I returned from the war terribly wounded
I had gone overseas a
Not long ago, I attended a conference of
any organization as for a few to shoulder al
perfect specimen of humanity; I came back
leaders of a certain church organization at
the ):>Urden. It may develop a high deiree o
shattered, blinded, and with my faith in God
which a project that called for much work
efficiency in the few, but it should be a hell
and humanity gone. Long months I lay in
was introduced. The work was of routine nato all.
a military hospital. My painful wounds
ture that requit·ed a considerable amount of
It takes a world of patience to deal witl
healed slowly. But they told me I thould
time. Name after name was suggested, and
people who cheerfully promise and often fall
probably never see again. And during those
each time an excuse was offered. Finally one
It is something like the mother in the hom•
months the darkness in my soul became
person volunteered to do all the work himwho longs to take the bungled task from th•
more profound than the blackness that
self.
childish hands and finish it herself with 1
sfirouded my eyes. Once upon a time-cen:aut in spite of his kind offer, the leader
few swift strokes, but she does not. The chUt
turies, ago, it seemed..:.....I had seen bit·ds
would not permit him to do the work. This
must be trained. So it is with leadership 1.1
flashing like winged rainbows among laughwise leader said, "It is as much a part of our
any field. A true leader is one who not mere
ing trees. I had spent delightful hours of
Christian duty to keep after the lazy to try
ly gets the task completed, but who inspire
peace among a profusion of flowers. During
to induce them to help, as it is to do anyothers to, want to help.
the bitter months in the hospital I tried to
thing else. It is nerve racking, but we canrecall those memories. It was useless.
Some people choose to overlook the fac
not shirk our duty." This was an entirely
that God is pleased when we work, and tha
new thought to some of them, and they imI who once had lived for beauty could ~not
He commands us to work. Much is said abou
mep.iately caught the leader's spirit. Many
even remember what beauty was. Millions
our duty on the Sabbath, and rightly so; bu
lagging ones were enlisted and the l'esult was
of men' and boys, as I, had been brought into
far too little has been said about our obliga·
much better than if a few had done it all.
a s~~rnalia of pain and bloOd and death.
tion to perform service during the other sil
Nothing is so detrimental to good work in
~Y bitterness grew until it absorbed every
days. Ask someone what the Fourth Com·
waking moment. Whenever · a visiting minmandment is about and he prObably will say
ister spoke of God in the ward, I laughed • yellows, grays, oranges, greens- all blended
"It
is about keeping the Sabbath." So it 1s
like an insane man.
into each other with the utmost1 perfection.
but it is also about work during week days
Solid
co~ors
drifted
into
tints
and
pastel
Then came a day when the doctors told
"Six days shalt thou labor and do all th:
shades.
me I would be able to see a little. They took
work
. . ." Exodus 20:9. The commandmen
Beauty out of ugliness. Calm out of storm.
the bandages from my eyes. A light-shot fog
requires both work and rest at approprlat•
Out
of
darkness
I
was
transplanted
into
light.
was all I saw. "You will be able to see things
times. We need to learn to consider work, an:
Out of bitterness I was brought into sweetwithin a foot of your eyes," they told~ me,
honest activity, as a dignified and valuablt
ness. I made a business of collecting butter"but anything beyond that will be nothing
service to GOd, the church, and the commun·
flies and moths. With God's help I made
but a blur."
ity.
that business successful. I owe no man anyTo be so close to beauty, to the colors of
So don't shoulder all the burden yoursel
thing. In the wings of my butterflies ;r. have
the flowers, to the silver of the stars, the
because you can do it well. Help others tc
my garden of flowers. And in the angel that
calm blue of the summer sky, and not be able
share in the work and in so doing you wll
came to the hospital to show me the way
to see it all was more than I could bear I My
be helping them yourself, and the entir•
back to light and life, I have the most blessheart foamed with malice.
church program.
ed of all earthly things-a Godly wife!
A strange woman came to visit me one
- Akmg the Way, adapted from Good Business.
-The Baptist Record.
day. She spoke of the good in the world,
and the powet· of will. I swore at her. "Can
there be any good? Can there be any power
to give back to me my garden of flowers?"
I demanded.
"Yes," she said, so quietly assured that my
For Fiscal Year Ending December 31, 1947
anger turned into speechless astonishment.
Percentage
"Yes, you will get back your flowet·s - or
something better," she continued. "Your inOf Total
Operating
tense longing is a power. Somehow, some1. Administrative Expense:
Amount
where you will once more live among the
Cost
Expenses of Richmond office, including salaries,
beauties that your soul craves."
traveling expenses, stationery, postage and other
Unaccountably, my bitterness grew less.
2.43 %
miscellaneous expenses. --------------------.:"-------$ 91,509.56
Despite myself, I found the hours fllled with
2. Promotion Expense, Home Cultivation:
ever groping hope and expectancy. A few
Including salaries and expenses of Field Secreweeks later, I had my garden.
taties, Deputation work of missionaries on furIt all happened one day while I was idling
lough, publicity tlu:ough denominational papers,
in the hospital laboratory. I happened to
The Commission, Audio-Visual Education; also,
glance into one' of the large microscopes. I
the amount recalled by the Woman's Missionary
was struck spellbound. I could see the cryUnion, $32,000. from its contribution to the Forstal-like substance on the slide as clearly as
eign Mission Board through the Co-operative
I had ever seen anything in my life! Half
3.17%
Program -----------------------------------------119,1•4.74
sobbing, and shaking with excitement, I
3.
General
Expense:
stumbled into the ward and snatched a flower
Cost of Board meeting, investment expensesfrom the vase. With trembling fingers I
.84%
pushed a rose petal under the lens, and put
agents' fees, and other miscellaneous expenses -------- 31,411.08
my eye to the eyepiece. And then it all dim4. Miscellaneous Expense:
med for the tears. That petal, veined and
Representing sundry special expenses incurred
velvety r ed, was a thing of glory I For days
which do not properly belong under any of the
I was like a. youngster who ,has found his
.64%
above classifications. -------------------------- ------ 23,963.94 ·
mother after being lost.
5. Foreign Fields:
Including salaries of missiona~::tes, cost of langUnder the microscope one day I placed the
uage study of new missionaries, furlough travel,
wing of an ordinary sulphur butterfly. And
support of native work, maintenance of schools
I found my flower garden I The wonders thatl
and hospitals, operation of publishing houses, and
met my gaze were more startling than I can
92.92%
other miscellaneous expenses ······-·····--·······-··--·--·-·$3,491,'032.56
describe. The "dust" of the butterfly's wings
was a dazzling symphony of color.
The
100.00 %
Total - ---------------------------------- ---$3,757,061.88
"dust" proved to be tiny scales, arranged in
patterns of astonishing beauty. Reds, browns,
in bOdy and soul.

Percentage of Operating Cost
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The Ministry of Books

.WOMAN'S MISSIONARY UNION
By

New South-Wide Secretaries

WILLIAM

J.

FALLlS

Because books are a medium for
transmitting truth, perhaps we
can compa.rP- 1 them to certain
means for transmitting light.
Whether a. book is fiction or nonfiction, its author has made an attempt to show some truth as he
understands it and would have
others understand it. Some books
are windows; others are minors;
stlll others are prisms, reflectors,
or magnifiers.

Books As Windows

Miss Alma 1-lunt

l\1i$s Margaret Bruce

Miss Alma Hunt, Roanoke, Virginia, was unanimously elected executive secretary of Southem w. M. U. in Memphis last May. Since
the fall of 1944 Miss Hunt; had served a~ Dean of Women at Williams
Jewel College in Liberty, Missouri.
Miss Margat·et Bruce, Tennessee, for fourteen years Young People's Secretary in her native state, Is the new Young People's Secretary
for the South. We pledge our love, loyalty, and full co-opel'atl.on to
these gifted and consecrated young women.
They will a~sume their l'espective duties on October 1.

In Books As Windows, Mrs. May
Lamberton Becker tells the story
of a woman searching f 0 r a n
apartment In a large city. She
found two of which she could take
her choice. The rooms of one were
large, but through the windows
one could see only the other side
of a narrow street. The rooms of
the other were small and inconvenient, but through the windows
one could look over the treetops
and rooftops to the blue sea. beyond. Choosing the latter, she
said, "The other has more room
for the furniture, but this has
more room for me. No room can
be really crowded if it has a window with a view.''

Books As Mirrors

Christians in Europe and Asia
Need Your Help Now
The Southern Baptist Convention in Memphis authorized a special l'elief emphasis to be conducted throughout the Convention during September and October to collect clothing, bedding,
shoes, food, and money with which
to pay operating expenses of the
Relief Center and overseas shipping charges on clothing collected.
The Relief Center will continue
to receive and ship clothing as
long as the need exists after the
September and October emphasis
is over.
Now is the time to make regular
shipments to New Orleans of these
items :
Used clothing of all kinds,
summer and winter garments;
Shoes, all types, all styles;
Kitchen Utensils, pots, pans
knives, and forks;
Household Items, bar soap,
thl·ead, needles, candles, and
dish towels;
Foods and Fats, dry milk, canned meat, bulk quantities of
beans, rice, and other foods;
Children's Items, layettes,
school supplies, pencils, and
writing paper;
Money is Needed, food, vitamins, medicines can be purchased most economically in bulk
quantities. Cash is also need
to pay overseas transportation

Books can be windows, but they
can also ·be mil·ro1·s. We can find
ourselves reflected in their pages.
on contributed supplies. Send They are especially good In pointmoney through your church, ing out our foibles and weaknessdesignated for World Relief to es. No one can read Lewis' ScrewDr. B. L. Bridges, 200 Baptist tatle Letters without being someBldg., and it will be fo1·warded what embal'l'assed by the memory
of his own experience with the
for this purpose;
temptations described.
Seeds of all kinds, vegetables
The potentiality of personality
and grains are desperately
needed and may be sent by way is a gift of God, but the developof parcel post, the packages not ment of that personality depends
to weigh more than 40 to 50 upon many things. The type of
pounds, and the combined personality is not inherited; It ls
width, length, and depth not learned. Those books which help
to exceed 100 inches. Gummed us understand ourselves act as
labels, addl·essed for mailing mirrors in which we can see ourseeds will be fumished upon l'e- selves as others see us.
quest from R. Paul Caudill, Fil·st
Baptist Church, Memphis, Tenn.
upon request from the New OrSet up a permanent Relief Com- leans Relief Center.
mittee in your church. Solicit
Ship PREPAID to the Southern
shoe repair shops, laundries,
boarding houses, Y. M. C. A.'s, Baptist Relief Center, 601 S.
Olympia St., New Orleans 19,
Y. W. c. A.'s, Hospitals for unclaimed goods. Ask Department Louisiana. Ship via express, parStot·es for "mat·ked out of stock" cel post, or motor freight. Each
W. M. S. president Is urged to
items.
Immediately appoint a Relief
Gifts should not be designated Committee, who In consultation
for a particular country because with the pastor, w1ll outline plans
the policy of the Relief Commit- and procedure for this t•ellef eftee of the Foreign Mission Board fort. Be sure to include the W.
is to send relief goods overseas in M. U. young people's organizations
bulk quantities to · Baptist con- in the plans that are made. Let
signees for distribution where .them participate definitely in the
.most needed.
collecting of relief matel'lals. EnUse Duft'le bags, free upon re- list the interest and co-operation
quest from the Relief Center, or of all organizations of the church.
pack In strong cardboard boxes. Make thli a. church-wide camShipping labels may also be had paign.

Books As· Prisms
Books are prisms, and thro
them the true light of God sh
according to the shape, qualit:
material, and other characte
tics of the prism. They attemp
"i:ightly divide the word of tru
But every author has to write
cording to his own understan<
and the pul'pose he has in m
For example, three of my bt
attempt to draw a pen portra.i
the Master: The Character
Jesus by Jefferson, Jesus
Christ by Carroll, and The S
Interpretation of J esus by Car
Ea.ch book deals with the s:
Person, but each has its own
tinguishing characteristics and
'Herent values.

Books As Focused Reflect<
Some books there must be
appeal to our emotions, to
w·iving power. I think of then
focused reflectors, such as
automobile headlight. Its tiny I
would not be enough to Ugh
small room for any useful purp
but located as it is at the fc
of a reflector, all of its rays
be trained upon a spot hund1
of feet ahead of the automobil
Books are like that; they a1
at least some of them-const11
ed to hold some eternal trutt
focus so that all its t·ays mal
directed toward some partie·
purpose. As they reflect the 1
of this truth, we are warmed
illuminated in the interest of
truth.
I

Books As Magnifiers

No watch repait· man we
dare dismantle the modern "
watch without the services c
magnifier. This little bit of g
can reveal to him the relati
size, and shape of the obsc
Without it wheels, spri».gs, ~
and screws would exist almos
another world.
Books are like that; they
themselves to the task of rev
ing the ObSCU1'6,

Books As Stained Glass
Windows

But some books do not atte
to teach us or Inspire us. Theil
is to give us relaxation and
opportunity of renewal. This
of oook is like a stained glass ,
dow. Through it the brilliant :
light comes pouring in, but
clear and white; the pigmen
the window has absorbed n
colors and let through only
colors which correspond to
glass. Some windows then are
dued in color, Inviting the indi
ual to meditate and worship. <
ers are gay and brilliant, da
him to partake of their m
There Is a place for this boo
the life of the growing Chris
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~eligicuJ ~e/uctJtictt
EDGAR WILLIAMSON, DIRECTOR
T. D . McCULLOCH
Sunday School Superintendent
Student Union Secretary
RALPH W. DAVIS
Mns. B. W. NININCER
Training Union Director
Church Music Direct01'
Baptist Building, Little Rock
EDGAR WILLIAMSON

Summer Student Work

Figures To Inspire
August 22, 1948
S.S. T.U. Ad.

Little Rock, Immanuel.. .. 983
Including Missions ·....1204
Ft. Smith, First ·--..·····- 911
E1 Dorado, First ---·-··- 715
N. Little Rock, Baring
CI'OSS .............................. _ 622
Including Mission ....- 674
I Hot Springs, Second __ 617
Paragould, First -·-·--- 567
El porado, Second - ··515
Magnolia, Central · - - 496
Including Mission __ 541
Little Rock, Tabernacle.. 487
Camden, First - ..-·-·- 467
Including Mission -·- 638
Benton, First ··-··- · - 463
Fayetteville, First ..- -·- 458
Including Mission _ 508
I
McGehee, First - - - - 424
Including Mission ........ 496
Hope, First .............- ....422
Little Rock, Gaines St._. 414
Little Rock, South
Highland ---····----403
Bot Springs, Park
Place - - · - - - - - - 386
Malvern, First _ _ _ _ 362
Including Mission __ 400
Fordyce, First ,,____ 346
Bot Springs, Central ···- 342
Including Mission ........ 403
F t. Smith, Calvary ........ 339
Rogers, First ..........- - - -· 338
Ft. Smith, lilllll.anuel -· 337
Paris, First ··----·-·-- 335
Warren, First ..---····-··· 333
SUoam Springs, First -· 323
Hot Springs, First _ _ 302
Sprlngdal~. First _____.,_ 287
Including Mission __ 402
Conway, First --·-··..··--· 287
Stuttgart, First - · - - - 282
Stamps, First ·-·-..·-····- 280
Cullendale -··-·--···- ..- - 270
E1 Dorado, West Side _ 262
Gentry - ··--··---.,--·-- 260
Harrison, First -·..· - · - 255
Including Mission __ 350
Hamburg, First _______ 251
Smackover, First ......- ...- 241
Mena, First .............·- ·· - 235
Including Mission · - - 307
Pine Blut!, Second ····- ·--- 223
Dumas, First ..........·-·-- 219
Including Mission ....._ 280
Monticello. First ........._ 218
Texarkana, Calvary ··-- 209
Elaine, First ....._,_,.___, __ 196
Ft. Smith, Oak Grove ·- 196
Ft. Smth, Bailey Hill .... 190
Montlceuo, North Side .... 181
Montlceuo, Second ..._ .. 178
DeWitt, First ..----·-·-- 172
Pine Bluff,
Mntthews Memorial ·- 113
El Dorado, Parkvlew ........ 94
South Texarkana ............ 84
Douglassville, Second .... 62

282
459
294
172
257
280
176
222
200
125

142
107
229
82
129
154
113

2
4
3

3
3

2
2

1

74
305

6

125

21

112
60

2

145
122

2
1

67
99
85
141
76
. 165
60
170

2
1

1

131
137
115
81
105
112
137
146
90
74
106
88
111

1
2
3

42
65
115
81
84

2

105
59
93
56
93
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East Texas Baptist
College
Marshall, Texas
1948-49 Session Begins
September 13, 1948

A four year Christian College
offering B.A., B.S., and B.M.
Degrees.
Applications for rooms and
scholarships should be
made at once.
Catalog on application.

H. D. BRUCE, President

1

1
1

1
1

1~

2
1

2
5

HAWAII-Merlin Jennings, senior and B. S. U. president at Ouachita Baptist College, was one of
twelve B. S. U.'ers to participate
in,..summer missionary work in
Hawaii. The group, under the
leadership of D1:. and Mrs. E. H .
Westmoreland, Houston, Texas,
spent the summer in Vacation
Bible School work in the Islands.
CAUFORNIA-Miss Julia Miller, El Dorado, and Miss Louise
Hendl·icks. Imboden, Arkansas,
were among the 20 who did missional'Y work under the leadership
of Dr. A. F. Crittendon, Executive
Secretary of Baptist work in California.
ARKANSAS - Thirty Baptist
students under the leadership of
State Training Union Director,
Ralph W. Davis, have spent the
summer doing Training Union enlargement campaign work in rural
churches.
IN THE HOME CHURCHESHundreds have served as Sunday
School teachers and officers and
Training Union leaders and officers; have counselled Royal ~
bassador Chapters and Girl Auxiliaries, taught study courses,
worked in Vacation Bible Schools,
and Youth Revivals,
---000---

Your College Baptist Student Union wel·comes· you and invites you to participate in the
Baptist Young People's activities on your college
I
campus and in the College Center Baptist Church
of your choice.

B. S. U. Activities
Reports and estimations indicate that the following number
of students are participating in
church centered activities in the
college centers of Arkansas:
Ouachita ------ - - ---------- 550 ·
University of Arkansas ------ 350
Southern Baptist College,
Walnut Ridge --------- - -- 175
College of Ozarks ---------- - 50
Arkansas Tech --------- ---- 100
State Teachers, Conway ____ 150
Arkansas College, Batesville _ 45
Fort Smith Junior College
and Business College __:__ _ 75
Magnolia A. & M. __________ 60
Monticello A. & M. ------~-- 60
Arkansas State, Jonesboro __ 110
Baptist Hospital ------------ 70
Henderson State ----------- 45
Harding College, Searcy _____ *25
Hendrix College ........................ •20
Little Rock Junior College
and Business College ............ *115
TOTAL ------------------2,000
(*) Figures are estimates.
B. S. U. activities. on the campus reach about 1,000 additional
students, making a total of 3,000
participating in all B. S. U. activities.

Take your church letter with you. Join the
church the first Sunday. Enroll in the unit organizations of the church. Feed and train your
soul while educating ·your mind. Your future
will be bris:ht, if you take Christ to college with
you.
\

For information about Baptist Studen t work
see the Training Union program for August 29,
or write T . D. McCulloch, State Student Secretary, 212 Baptist Building, Lii-Lle Rock, Ark.
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History of Arkansas Baptists
By L. E. BARTON,
Montgomery, Alabama

Dr. J. S. Rogers has done a
voluminous and monumental work
in this book. He has had longer
and more intimate experience with
Baptist affairs in Arkansas than
any other person, and, therefore,
has the knowledge, temperament,

/.it/c
.CAFETERIA

"QUALITY FOOD
POPULAR PRICES"

615 MAIN

LITTLE ROCK

and background for his task. Three
degrees from college and seminary
and an honorary degree in recognition of his achie~ments, together with much reading and
study through the years, make
him ''Primus inter pares," first
among equals, of all the Arkansas
fellowship to give the story of
the denomination to the brotherhood.
I have not read the entire volume but have dipped into it
enough to see that the information about .Al'kansas · Baptists is
encyclopedic while it includes a
great deal about Baptist history
and affairs of general interest
and value.
How many things and personalities it marches bef{)re my eyes
that i have seen and known from
childhood as well as much that
I did rrot know.
Dr. Broadus used to say, "we
never know anything until we
know the history of it." W-ell,
this is where the present generation may orient itself with the
past and learn to appreciate those
who have labored for the youth
of today and of many .tomorrows.
Both preachers and laymen
should read it. Pastors should
assimilate it and carry its message to their people.

You are invited to attend the gra!)d
opening of

Hospital Area- Camp Robinson
September 6, 10:00 a. m.
Central's opening in its new location marks a
great day in the history of Arkansas Baptists
and represents a new milestone in Christian education in the state.

Plan To Attend
Student applications are still being accepted
for the fall semester.

Family Worship
Home Insurance
By MRs.

J.

M. DAwsoN

"This kind goeth not out but by
prayer,'' said Jesus with calm assurance to the discomfited disciples who had been utterly helpless to meet the needs of the sorely troubled home rep1·esented by
the distraught father and his pitiable afflicted son. T r 1 y that
home was in tragic distress.
Today even the most thoughtless must be concerned over the
status of our .Alnerican homes.
Our Christian land leads the
world in the divorce evil. Sinister
forces, changed conditions, modern gadgets alter the entire setup
of the modern home. It is of small
avail to bemoan the fact that the
home no longer holds the primary
interest for multitudes of families.
It does not remedy the situation
to say that "things are not as
they used to be." Such doleful observations are in truth like a good
old mother duck who for yea1·s has
led he1· ducklings to a clear pond
only to find one day that it has
been drained and nothing is left
but baked mud. She may persist
in bringing· her younglings down
and flapping her wfngs, with anxious quacks trying to induce them
into the pond. The ducklings with
fresh young instincts pea1· far off
to the drippings' of another waterfall. They smell the chickweed
and the long. grass and set out for
new environment. So we are well
aware today that young people
are finding their chief activities
outside the home. To many these
sweeping modern changes have
been so gradual as not to be discernible.
People whose homes are tilted
to one side by an earthquake or
catapulted into a lake by a landslide need no earnest admonitions
to do something energetic about
adjusting themselves to a ne..w set
of circumstances. They give one
alarmed stare at their homes in
peril and set about getting them

u

For Sale
Like new 16MM DeVry sound
projector at about half price. Used
very little. This machine 1s a combination public address system and
projector. $350 complete.
C. F. BARNETT

Box 733

Jonesboro, Afk.

For information write:

Irving M. Prince, President
P. 0. Box 150

Phone 2-0098

North Little Rock, Arkansas

The Place Where Arkansas
People Meet
ROSS AVENUE
BAPTIST CHURCH
Ross and Moser
HOMER B. REYNOLDS, Pastor

Attention-The Bon
Voyage Progn
By T. D. McCuLLOCH

Make your parting message
your college · young people ch
lenging and Chl·ist-centered. Sc
the home and church ties are
be broken and these young peo
need your thoughtful concern t:
prayers. Show them that they '
have them by utilizing: the s1
gested pl'og_ram in the Septem
Sunday School Builder.
Make much or_ this oportur:
to point them to the Baptist S
dent Union and the College Ct
ter churches. Give us this bit
help in enlisting them and we '
do oul' best to conserve them
future church and denominatic
al leadership.
------000-----PRAYER AND WORRY •

P1·ayer is an acknowledgem•
of faith; wony is a denial of fai
Prayer is putting my h an d
God's trusting to His loving gu
ance; worry is withdrawing
hand and denying His power
lead me. Prayer leads through ·
door of faitli into the presence
God; worry leads th1·ough ·
doo1· of anxiety into the darkn
of loneliness and discourageme
If prayer rules the life, victory
sults.
-Selectee

back to normal and again on sc
foundations. A few years ago ·
Associated Press carried the tout
ing story of a cloudburst in ·
mountains which in the nil
scooped out a deep ravine on ·
very 'hair-line edge of which pc
ed a humble stanty. When ·
wild-eyed l'escuers bul'st in tl
found a young mother placi
knitting, humming a lullapy
her foot <i'<>cked the cradle. ~
had not thought to look out window, she explained.
The social unheavals, the
dustl'ial conditiops, the craze,
amusement, that have tilted •
homes dangerously off center, ;
not always recognizable. Tl
have taken place not in on~ni1
but thl·ou~ two or three gene.
tions. Our homes today ste
perilously poised on the brink
a ravine dug out by a new reg!.
that we have not somehow b•
able to cope with. As Christ
home keepers we might well ;
the disciples' anxious question:
clear and sure as are God's gr
eternal verities is the answer tl
the only hope and safeguard is
lash our homes to the church ~::
hold fast to family worship wh
the children will be trained in ·
nurture and t h e admonition
the Lord. Family prayer biJ
hearts together, anchors fai
and affords the only sure saf
from temptation and the waste
sin.
- Baptist and Retlect01
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I Am Opposed To Uniting With
Federal Council of Churches
By

J.

Pastor
Church
Greembo1'0, North Carolina
CLYDE TuRNER,

First~ Baptist

Because its leadership is
modernistic in its theology, Practically all of those who have served as presidents of the Council,
and have taken an active 'part in
molding its policies, are ,men who
are on record as denying the inspiration of the Scriptures, the
deity of Cluist, His 'atonement,
and resurrection.
....2. Because it lays major emphasis on material! welfare, instead of spiritual, in its program.
Someone has said that the Federal Council seeks to feed and clothe
the Prodigal Son, and take him
out of the hog pen, instead of
bringing him back to his father
with penitent heart.
3. Because it looks to the
breaking down of all denominational differences, and forming
one great super church, as its
goal. In the earlier years of its
existence, the Council kept this
goal in the background, but of
1.

recent years has come out rather
boldly in the declaration of its
purpose. Baptists could never enter into such an organization
without compromising some of
their most cherished convictions.
4. Because Baptists' have a
distinct message and mission in
the world and for the world, and
they can be true to this message
and mission only by keeping themselves free from all "entangling
alliances."
- Southwide Baptist Digest.

~U!rt Ur a,
WuRLilZER ORGAN
Judge for yourself,
in this superb electron.ic
instrument, the dignity
of smooth, rich tOne
that has traditionally
characterized fine organ
music for centuries.
COME IN FOR A DEMONSTRATION

Write for free copy of "A Practical Approach
To the Church Organ Problem"

WANTED
Pastor's Secretary
M u s t be competent stenographer and suited by training,
experience, and personality for
employment in a church office.

Write:

1

ARKANSAS BAPTIST

Care of Mrs. Hamilton
206 Baptist Building
Little Rock, Arkansas

TWO Custom-Built AMBULANCES

300 Pine St. PINE BLUFF, ARK. Plione 777
"Air Conditioned"

Save our hometJ
and America itJ tJaveJ

NOW AVAILABLE DAY OR NIGHT

WE

PHONE

CARE!

4-0251
Burial Protection For All the Family
Phone 4-0252 For Representative-Low Rates

DRUMMOND & COMPANY
FUNERAL

••OBERT GREEN
Prssidem

DIRECTORS

1014 Main Stl'eet

Little Rock

BERNIE HOFF
Secretaru

Build and Equip "now" under
Broadway
Plan

Church
Finance

I

and continue to build as long as you can reach your possibilities.
The method contemplates the issuance of 5 per cent semiannual interest coupon bonds maturing serially over 13 years.
They build and equip the church and at the same time
constitute a safe, dependable investment for the members and
others.

Full information furnished on request.
J. S. BRACEWELL,
1406 Sterling Bldg.,

Houston, Texas.

Fifty full-color slides with lecture and background music
for presentation in your church or school

ACrusade for Christian Homes
Natural color photography, heart-touching music, and a forceful message
blend to portray graphically that homes today-in spite of the hurrying
pace of modern times-<:an be positively Christian. Through the fifty
2" x 2" kodachrome transparencies of colorful indoor and outdoor scenes,
normal experierfces of a wholesome, typical family are traced. Definite
interest of the church in the home is impressed in a series of influences.

See and hear this feature 'and you will be filled with a new'
determination to build a Christian home
Exclusive of musicians, only two persons are required to present this effective program-one to operate th,e slide projector as the other reads the
lecture. Music interspersed in the program may be furnished by your own
musicians. Time of presentation runs from 25 to 30 minutes.
PURCHASE A SET
50 slides and script, complete with all instru t tions ...... • •••..... . $30.00
OR RENT A SET
Rental fee (per showing) . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . • . . . . . 2.50

Your church or school will want to see this beautiful program as soon as possible
Send your order today!

/JapfitJl

Boot Store

303-305, West Capitol Ave.

Little Rock, Arkansas
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Associational Simultaneous Crusade

WHICH OF THE TWO
I

WILL YOUR DOLLARS DO ?
I

Your Dollars Given To The
Ouachita Million Dollar Fund
will help keep more than 1000 young people in
the greatest Christian college in Arkansas, and
then into a life of good citizenship and Christian
service.

Now Is the time for associations
to decide whether or not they
w111 have Simultaneous Ct-usades
in 1949. Fifteen have already
voted to do so. At least that
many more should join in this
great evangelistic movement.
What is an Assoclational Simultaneous Crusade? It is simply
a plan to have a revival meeting.
in every church In the association
-at the same time. For many
churches it may be an "extra" revival, as they will want to have
another one sometime during the
year.
The Simultaneous Crusade enables the entire association to
launch a united evangelistic effort at the same time. The rural,
town, and city churches all work
together in a great spiritual awakening. The small church has
just as great a part In the movement as the large church. Each
profits by working with the other.
When such a crusade has been
tried, the churches usually have
as many professions of faith during the revival as they ordinarily
have during the entire year.
The association should set the
date and elect the general chairman and organizer as soon as
possible.

• • •

Visit to Country Church and
Mission

II.
Your dollars withheld may tur n any nuniber of
young people into inferior institut ions, and eventually into the social and political world to be
trouble-makers and not helpers. Help us t o build
one more building this winter.

A few weeks ago it was the
privilege of your Superintendent
to visit the Caney Creek Church
in Caroline Association. Broth er
E. Rawlings is pastor and greatly
loved by the members. This was
perhaps the first rural church in
the state to call a pastor for full
time, although for many years
they have been carrying on a great
program.
The occasion of the visit was to
join In the opening service of the
remodelled auditorium. Over $4,ooo had been spent in making it
"a thing of beauty." A large
crowd was present although it
rained most of the day. A de-

NOTHING ..

can take the
Place of a
BIBLE
Send the Money to:
B. L. BRIDGES
403 West Capitol
Little Rock, Arkansas

Department of

MISSION
C. W. CaldweU, Superintend

licious dinner was served in
school house nearby. I
preached in the afternoon
vice and showed a movie fit
the evening hour.
This church has a fine p
and wife, a great program,
are making plans for an addlt
annex this fall.
Another visit the following
that was also a thl'1ll was
made to the Calvary Mi
which is sponsored by the
Church, Mansfield. The occ:
of this visit was to take pa:
the dedication of the buil
The Mansfield Church, undeJ
leadership of Brother Karl
Clendon, has put over $2,000
this mission. "Our chw·ch
never enjoyed anything mol'e,
they have this mission work.
declared.
This mission is several :
out in the country where '
is no Baptist church. Br•
Roy Hilton is serving as p
and doing a grand job. He
student in Ouachita. College

• • •

Dispbt.eed P eople of EuroJ

You k'now1 of course, that
200,000 displaced people of Et

are to be b1·ought to this cou
But did you know that the
of the Catholic Rural 'Life
in this countJ:y has been in
rope all the summer sele
Catholic people out of t t
camps to be bl'ought here
placed in the 111ral areas?
following Associated Pl'ess
item shows what is being do
"The Reverend Joseph Or
lion, Alexandria., Louisiana,
three other Amel'ican prelate:
cussed plans with Pope Pius
terday, for settling displaced
sons in the United States.
"Father Grernillton, an o
of the National Catholic I
Life conference, and the
prelates told the pontiff 110
ed States dioceses al'e orga
to receive the DP's unde:
American law admitting 2(
European war suf(erers.
"They said the Pope Us
with interest to the Amer:
report of their findings a
camps they have visited re<
In Germany, Austria, and It
"He then expressed plel
they said, at the prospect
substantial numbers of t·et
will be helped and voiced
that the United States and
countl'ies will agree ultima.tt
admit still more."
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Aquila and Priscillia
By Mns.

RoLAND LEATH

This week we study two cha.rcters instead of one; it is easy
o understand why there are two
ere because, in this case, these
aracters are inseparable. One
rarely mentioned without the
ther. We find as we study the
iptw·es given on these two fine
hristians that they made a most
tiSfactory partnership, Thell·s
as a mal'l'iage fully acceptable
nto God fOl' we find them in
ccord as they served Him by servg others, as they worked togeth;
r and maintained a dedicated,
ospitable home.
What an example Is this home
or our nation In this day of un~ a it h f u 1 ness, incompatibility,
!arming divorce rates, and brokn, bleeding hearts. All married
people can serve the Lord and
make home a heaven to themlves and a blessing to others,
if the home of Aqulla and Priscilla
IS the pattern.
Let us study three ways in
~hich this couple honored God:
by serving Paul, by serving Apollos, and by serving "the church
that is in their house."
Helpers With Paul
The great apostle Paul met
coldness, pride, cultured idolatry,
and intellectual smugness in the
city of Athens on his second missionary tour. As a result of the
meager opportunities in Athens
there Paul did not waste his time
there but journeyed 4'0 or 50 miles
w Corinth. Disheartened and
somewhat- discouraged, Paul arrived in Corinth where God led
him to warm and understanding
friends who proved a great blessing to his life.
Paul found a certain Jew named
Aquila, born in Pontus, and his
wife Priscilla. Thls Jewish couple
bore Roman names, had lived in
Rome, but had been expelled from
that city by order of the Emperor
Claudius. All Jews had been forced to leave Rome because of the
tumult over the new movement of
Christianity. Thls couple came
to Corinth and, settling there,
practiced their Christianity and
thell· trade.
Whether Paul was attracted to
them because they were all of the
same trade or because they were
all Christians or both is a matter of opinion. We do not know
how he knew of them or what he
learned fil·st concerning them, but
God definitely led him to them.
They were tentmakers, even as
Paul, and with them he found
employment and a home. It was
often necessary for Paul to labor
with his hands as he pioneered
for Christ. It seems that Aquila
and Pl'iscilla were successful in
bus.iness, as indicated by the fact
that they had a house large
enou~n to accommodate many

Sunday School Lesson
For September 5,1948
Acts 18:1-3, 18-26; Romans 16:3SA; I Corinthians 16:19;
II Timothy 4:19
people who assembled in their
home for worship. This was true
as they moved from one field of
sel'Vice to another.
These zealous Chl·istians proved
to be a great help to the apostle
Paul. Their home was his home.
Paul had foregone the privilege of
a home for the sake of his Lord;
these faithful, devoted friends
gave him a home. Christians in
our modern age are missing great
blessings because they do not open their homes to the ministers of
God's Word as the saints did in
the generation just passed.
Paul lived in Corinth for nearly
two years, worki,ng and witnessing
with Aquila. and Priscllla, and
winning many to Christ. Then he
moved to Ephesus; Aquila. and
Priscilla went with him. It was
probably during this time, maybe
in connection with the riot caused
by the silversmiths, that these
true friends risked their lives for
him, <Romans 16:4). We are not
told in detail of this but we know
they were by his side in all these
things. They estab~ished a. home
In Ephesus, worked and witnessed
there, as Paul journeyed on to
Jerusalem ai)d Antioch, where he
met Apollos.
Instructors With Apollos
Here in Acts is a meager account
of this new figure, Apollos, but
it is one of great significance.
There are several references to
Apollos in 1 Corinthians from
which we learn of hiS importance
and his service with Paul. We also learn that he was a Jew born
in Alexandria, that he was an
eloquent speaker and well versed
in the scripture, meaning the Old
Testament. Apollos was a scholar
of the great Jewish Alexandrian
School. It will be remembered
that the Old Testament had been
translated into the famous Greek
This
version, the Septuagint.
young man had been well trained,

WM. T. STOVER CO.
Trua•es
Twoway Stretch Elastic
Hosiery
Sick Room Supplie•
Infra Red Lamp•
Abdominal Supporters
'721-'723 MAIN ST. LITTLB BOOK

carefully taught, and in addition
to his knowledge he had the
priceless talent of being forceful,
fervent, conv!Dcin~ speaker.
Now, let us learn something else
about Apollos; he was fervent in
spirit and filled with boundless
ual as he spoke about Jesus. He
'had been taught by the disciples
of John the Baptist and he believed that Jesus was the Anointed
One of the Old Testament, and
boldly proclaimed what he believed. But his knowledge was
limited; many things concerning
the Gospel of the grace of Christ
he did not himself understand.
The Lord had led this learned
man from Alexandria to Ephesus
that he might have contact with
two persons who did know .the
faith.
Aquila and Prlscllla heard Apollos and immediately they recognized his power, his gift, his usefulness, also, his need for instruction. They felt at once that he
must be carefully and prayerfully
shown the truths of their Christ
in the order for him to render the
great service of which he was
capable.
"They took him unto them."
That Is, they became friends and
drew him aside into their home,
into the warm circle of their fellowship and talked with him,"
expounding unto him the way of
God more perfectly." Many believe Priscilla, even more than her
husband, was a g1·eat student of
this way of' God. Neither one of
them was afraid of the scholarly
eloquence of Apollos; they both
were eager and anxious to set him
right and entirely capable of their
task. What a set·vtce rendered
their Lord and the church as they
imparted the truth to this man
of powerful abllities.
We cannot help but add this
wor'd -Apollos did not resent
their teaching; he was humble
and wllling to be taught, which
was to his credit.

FI FTEE~

Aquila and Priscilla as he com·
mends them to the church a
Rome. He calls them "my helP·
ers in Chl·ist Jesus." What 1
privilege to labor side by side wit!
worthy men of God who exj:~.lt, no
self, but Christ. The friendshiJ
of this devoted couple for Pau
was not hero worship or blind de·
votion but that which existe<
solely to honor Christ. Here Pau
speaks of their willingness to Ia~
down their lives for him and th•
cP.urches were grateful for thei:
ministry to Paul. In the othe;
references we learn of the churcl
in their house. They had givet
their home, graciously and wm
ingly, to a group of believers it
order for them to have a plac•
of prayer and worship. The hom1
of Priscilla and her husband wa,
wholly dedicated to the set·vice o
the Lord .Tesus Christ.
The early Christians had n•
sanctuary such as stands toda:
on the street corners and at th
cross roa{}s; they were dependen
upon a house whose occupant
would open the door. Aquil1
and Prescilla proved that the;
were sincere and true as the·
gave what they had that othe~
might learn of their Lord an
that they might honor His blesse1
name.
PIPE ORGANS

New and · Used
Prompt Service for

Tunlng, RebuUdlng. Modernizing
Addition. Chimes.
ARKANSAS ORGAN CO.
P. 0. Box 491, N. Little Rock, Ark.
Phones: 5-0415-:S-2118

Worsh ip ers With Oth er Believers
In our reference from Romans
we have the gratitude of Paul for

W ebster's Collegiate Dictionary, indexed ____________.$5.00
Fifth edition of this well-known dictionary. Both high
school and college students will find this indispensable.

The New American Encyclopedia, indexed_____________.$1.75
A condensed work valuable at home, school, or at the
office.

Columbia Encyclopedia, indexed.___________ , ______________.....$19.50
A large one-volume work with over 2,000 pages.

Webster's New International Dictionary, indexed ......$25.00
Second Edition. Unabridged.

Words- The New Dictionary------------------------------------$2.00
For ttie grade school student.

BAP TIST BOOK ST ORE
303-5 West Capitol
Little Rock, Arkansas

*
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STATE CONVENTION

B. L. Bridges, General Secretary, 200 Baptist Building. Little Rock, Ark.

*

Remember September 21 ,
State Convention, Tulip, Arkanscu
'

State Mission Day
For Honor Debts
\

The Administration and Finance Committee and the Executive Board have voted that
all our State Mie;sion Day contributions Qctober'24, should be applied to the Honor Fund
in a special effort to complete the payments
on the old debts.
we shall need approximately $200,000. We
can clean up these old debts this year if we
devote our efforts to this task in a serious
and earnest manner. A committee is now
working on the task, and will contact all
churches and Sunday Schools in an effort to
get an the churches and Sunday Schools to
make a large offeri~g on that day.
Heretofore we have been applying this
special contribution to the State Mission
Fund, but this year it will go to the Honor
Fund. The Chairman of the Missions Committee of the Executive Board was in the discussion when it was decided to make the chana:e
for this year, and all members of the Executive Board were polled and there 1were no
negative votes.
Nelson Tull, State Brotherhood secretary,
Mrs. C. H. Ray, W. M. U. secretary, and Ralph
Davis, state 's ecretary, constitute the .committee. This is a part of our Centennial Program:
--------00~-------

Woodell Available

(

Being reasonal:5ly assured of an appointment in the Navy as chaplain W. R. Woodell,
pastor of the Wynne church, resigned effective August 30.
Due to lack of time required to process his
application papers the age limit caught him
as he was 35 years of age August 3.
Brother Woodell is a graduate of Southern
Seminary at Louisville, Kentucky, and during
his pastorate at Wynne has done effective·
work.
There have been 159 additions to the
church, and numerous visible improvements
in the church as a result of his work during
his three years and seven months as pastor.
He is a good preacher and is available for
another church.

•

I

Sample Budgets For Churches
Fourth Time Country ChurchWeekly Budget

Per Wk.

S. S. and B. T. U. Literature ______ ____$ 2.00
Arkansas Baptist paper ------- ------- 1.00
Insurance ------------------ - -------- 3.00
Incidentals and Repairs ------------ 2.00
Janitor's salary ---------------------- 5.00
Pastor's salary - - - - - - -···--·--···-··---- 50.00
Ministers Retirement Plan ------------ 1.50
Associational Missions - ----------- ---- 5.00
Co-operative Program ---------- - ----- 10.00
Total per week -------------------- $79.50
Full Time Village Church
Weekly Budget

D. V . B . S. ___________: ______ ~-----

S. S. and B. T. U. ---------------- 1,0
W. M. U . --------------------- ---

Per Wk.

Light and Fuel --- ------------------$
S. S. and B. T. U. Literature ___ _:______
Arkansas Baptist paper -········-···...:.......
Pastor's Salary -------------..,_- -----Ministers Retirement Plan ----------Janitor's salary ------------------------··
Co-operative Program ---- --- - ------Associational Missions ---------·-----Insurance ---------------------'----Supplies and Repairs ----------------

2.00
5.00
2.00
50.00
1.50
5.00
25.00
10.00
2.00
5.00

Total' per week -------------------$107.50
Medium Size ChurchWeekly Budget

Education Dil:ector --------------- 2,4
Secretary ------------------------ 1,2'
Choir Director ------------------4.
Orglnlist ------------------------2·
Caretaker --- - --------------;-----9
Ipdustriat Chairman -------------2
1
Nurse -------------- ------------Arkansas Baptist paper ----------6
Incidentals --- -----~-----------2
Insurance and Taxes -----'- -------4

Per Wk.

Pastor's salary ----------------------$
Ministers Retixement Plan ------ - - Literature and Supplies -·-----------Arkansas Baptist paper -------------Insm·ance -------------------------Janitor Service --------- - --- -------Utilities ---------------------------W.M.U. and Auxiliary Organization ·--Associational Missi6ns ------- ------Co-operative Progxam ------- ----- Building and Repair ---------------Miscellaneous -----------------------

Total per year ------------------$29,0
Lat·gest ChurchAnnual Budget

Pastor's salary ------------------$
Ministers Retirement Plan ______ _
Education ·Director -------------Secretary - - --------------- - ---Stenographer __ .:_ ____ :.. __________ _

60.00
1.80
8.00
6.00
5.00
20.00
3.50
4.20
8.00
50.00
10.00
4.50

Choir Director --- --------------Organist ----------------------Caretaker - - --------------------Industrial' Chairman ----------..Nurse ---------------~---- ----Arkansas Baptist paper ---------Incidentals
---------------------Insurance and
Taxes __ .:_______ _

Total per week -------- ----- ------$181.00

Music -------------------------Debt Retirement ---------------Co-operative Prog1·am ----------Loca1 and Associational Missions __
Reserve ______ _________ _ _ _____

Larger ChurchAnnual Budget

Pastor's salary -------------------$ 5,000.00
MiniSters Retirement Plan -------120.00

6·

Utilities ---------- - - -------------- 1,0
Building and Repairs ------------7
Music ---'------ - --------------- - Debt Retirement ------------------ 6,0
Co-operative Program ------- - ---- 7,2
Associational Missions ----·-·------ 3!

D. V. B. S. ---------------------S. S. and B. T. U : --------------W. M. tT. ---------------~--------

Utilities ----------------------Building and Repail:s ________ .. __ _

4

10,01

4:

4,01
2,41
2,41
3,~1

2,01
1,81
1,21
31
2,41
1,51
1,21
31
4,51
1,01
3,01
20,01
21
15,01
40,01
41
5,01

Total Per year ----~-----------$122,0:

